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ABSTRACT   
Copyright is a tool for preventing anyone forged to copy an electronic work from another person and claim 
that electronic work is referred to him. Since the identity of the person is always determined by his name 
and biometrics, there is a concern to handle this information, to preserve the copyright. In this paper, a new 
idea for copyright technology is used to prove video copyright, by using blind watermarking technique, the 
ownership information is hidden inside video frames using linear congruential generator (LCG) for adapted 
the locations of vector features extracted from the name and biometric image of the owner instead of hidden 
the watermark in the Pseudo Noise sequences or any other feature extraction technique. When providing the 
watermarked vector, a statistical operation is used to increase randomization state for the amplifier factors 
of LCG function. LCG provides random positions where the owner's information is stored inside the video. 
The proposed method is not difficult to execute and can present an adaptable imperceptibility and robustness 
performance. The output results show the robustness of this approach based on the average PSNR of frames 
for the embedded in 50 frames is around 47.5 dB while the watermark remains undetectable. MSSIM values 
with range (0.83 to 0.99). 
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Many experts have lately expressed interest in a wide range of topics, including cloud computing, artificial 
intelligence, Internet of Everything, biometric image cryptography, steganography and copyright protection [1-
15]. It makes a big difference whether you upload your data or third-party data to the cloud. Whoever is the 
only creator of a work, such as the author of an image, is free from all other legal requirements. using cloud 
computing to store third-party images, you must consider copyright. The situation is harder if you store 
information in a public cloud and sharing among several clients. situation if does not only a private ring of kin 
and friends. One of the permitted restrictions of copyright rules is the making of copies for particular goals 
[16]. Digital technology is handled various processes like duplicated, spread, uploaded in the cloud, and made 
it efficient open area effectively. Information integrity and copyright protection have become demanding 
matters and need to be resolved due to the ease of digital media modification. Misuse the privacy, made 
copyright owners obtain many individual advantages by undermining their real privileges for them. Watermark 
is an unnoticeable pattern that is embedded in data such as images, sound, and videos for a distinct of reasons, 
containing broadcast, signatures, publication monitoring, and copyright control, watermark must have two 
characteristics [17]. 
Robustness means that watermarked is incapable to removed, and if there is any try to remove it, the watermark 
is destroyed. 
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Invisibility means that watermarked is not sensitive to anyone or especially for attacker's vision, taking into 
consideration the quality of the image must not degrade. Electronic watermark copied is increased with the 
demand for electronic copy work. It is advantageous in handy applications, but electronic thefts exploit these 
features of digital works to robbery the legitimate rights of copyright owners to grow personal benefits.  
Advanced watermarking innovation still has an opportunity to move away better away to confirm watermark 
data, robust and limit of computerized watermarking One of the instruments to force the one's copyright is the 
watermarking. Watermark has more applications rather than copyright protection, the watermark can be used 
in authentication, which means that the integrity of the content of the watermark, not removed, not modified, a 
watermark can be used in tamper detection and localization by preventing not only external penetrative from 
stealing information from computer screen, but also insider penetrative to achieve personal benefits [18-22]. In 
recent years, biometrics get extend popularity in the security and copyright protection field. When started 
dealing with biometrics, this will diminish the traditional security methods such as password and remember it 
or change it at the time, and it is easy to stole by the hacker. Two types of biometrics are existing, physiological, 
and behavioral for example (fingerprint, facial, ear, iris, retina, handwriting, Keystroke patterning, Signature.... 
etc.), all these characteristics are uniqueness in individual to do recognition, identification, and authentication 
process [23, 24]. In this paper, a new proposed technique is used to approve the copyright of video file by 
embedded identity information (name, date of creating video, and iris biometric image), inside the video itself 
to confirm the copyright protection for this video, using random walk function LCG for allocating host positions 
to the identity information.  
 
2. Related work   
A lot of researches are done in using images and still images of video in the scope of copyright or watermark 
and these are employed using spatial or frequency domain, one of these research is presented by Woo C.S [25]. 
In his PhD thesis, the needing of strong watermark for copyright protection by develop blind watermark 
detection with low computational cost, and use a combination of transforms by creating a geometrical 
environment for a blind watermark, he improves semi-fragile watermarks by using wavelet domain, Peak to 
Signal Noise Ratio (PSNR) is used to evaluate his work, the highest value of  PSNR is 20.98, where Hassan 
N.F., et al in [26] proposed a technique to embed the watermark inside digital video which is considered 
number of frames, the idea is to exploit corners and edges whenever are found in the frame. They used Canny, 
Sobel, Kirsch, and Prewitt to detect edges, and Harris Corner algorithm to detect corners. LSB technique is 
used for embedding watermarked text, Peak to Signal Noise Ratio (PSNR) is used to evaluate deformation in 
frames and video, the highest PSNR value for edges is 69.1884 and for corners is 80.0443. Hasan H.R [27] 
applied discrete wavelet transform algorithm (DWT) for (embedded/extracted) Blind watermarked, by divided 
RGB (cover/watermark) into three components which are R, G, and B, such that, R component is embedded 
in RW, G component is embedded in GW and B component is embedded in BW, this method has PSNR 
average about 44 dB and NCC value about 0.99. Bahrushin A. P., et al. [28] describe schema to hide a blind 
reversible watermark in a large data image using Even-Odd Modulation technique(EOM), this schema can 
embed "3145728 bits" watermark into the total volume of image 512×512 to achieve PSNR around 72 dB, and 
Mean Structural Similarity Index Measure (MSSIM) between embedded and recovered watermark is 1. A new 
crypto-watermarking system is suggested by Aparna P., et al. [29] face image  was used with the medical 
image (X-RAY or else) and electronic health record (EHR) of the patient to send them from one hospital to 
another. This information is encrypted using AES encryption algorithm, the encrypted information is then 
compressed to improve the robustness of the system, PSNR ratio is achieved 44.6 dB, the capacity of embedded 
bits is 75,456, and NC equal 1. Non-blind watermark technique is proposed by Thanki R., et al. [30],  instead 
of using pseudo-noise as watermark information, the technique is based on wavelet transform DCT and DWT 
using biometric image (signature), the process of embedding the watermark is done as follows: firstly, the host 
and biometric images are converted to different levels of the wavelet coefficients, secondly,  the watermark 
biometric image is hidden in values of the modified wavelet of the host image corresponding to the values of 
the wavelet coefficients of a biometric image, the quality measure PSNR is achieved 52.00 DB. Mohammed 
S.J [31] presented video watermarking as a cover to hide iris biometrics in the audio part of the video instead 
of the images file of the video using frequency domain DCT and DWT, the chaotic sequence is used for two 
processes, first, to find locations in the video file to embed iris image watermark, second, the chaotic sequence 
is used to as a key to generate encrypted watermarking code and then embedded this code in audio multimedia 
of video file, to improve watermarking robustness. 
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3. Video watermark 
Video watermarking is the procedure of hiding watermark in the frames of the video, or in the audio part of the 
video, the frames are considered as a sequence of video images. Video watermarking techniques are classified 
into Spatial domain, Frequency domain, and Format-specific, there are some advantages and disadvantages in 
using spatial or frequency domain, like in spatial domain, watermarking technique is fast, easy, and give high 
capacity, but it is not robust, in another hand, the frequency domain is robust but is slower than spatial 
technique. There are three ways for inserting watermark the video, first is, treat the video as a stream of still 
images, second is, utilize the additional temporal dimension, and third is, treat a video succession in data 
compression by specific video compression standards [32, 33]. Digital watermarking is characterized as blind 
or non-blind [34]. 
• Firstly, no information of the owner is utilized when recovering the embedded watermark on blind digital 
watermarking.  
• However, secondly, additional sophisticated watermarking structure in non-blind digital watermarking, 
where few information of owners is utilized.  The invisible watermarking is typically embedded as an 
impercipient. While, visible watermarking is typically purposely percipient. 
 
4. Iris biometric pattern 
Many applications of biometric characteristics are used security and copyright issues. The most popular are 
fingerprint and hand geometry, iris code, the shape of the ear, facial images, fingerprint, signature, voice 
characteristics, and DNA code. Each feature of these has its strengths and weaknesses, thus, no one biometric 
achieves the requirements of all applications. A biometric system may exploit in [35-39] 
• Identification process, verifying the identity of user by matching the recorded biometric information to 
system database's biometric templates 
• Authentication process, recognizing a user by for a matching, seeking the templates of all people in the  
database. Most of the above processes need prior operations in image processing to get the most accurate details 
for the original biometric image [40-45]. Iris biometric features are used to validate the owner of copyright. 
There are two reasons to select iris images [46, 47]. 
1- Automatic iris biometric recognition is possible by using mathematical models and physical techniques to 
prove the uniqueness of iris for each individual since each iris wavelength has various features of the iris within 
one Near-infrared ray (NIR) and visible wavelength (VW), these techniques sense the information from the iris 
by obtaining its texture and pigmentation that distinguishes one person from another. 
2- Iris biometric serves the work is on watermark, since small storage for iris features is needed about 512 
bytes per iris, and in addition to that, this biometric is not capable for modification or forgeries by the 
individual. 
 
5. The proposed system 
This paper focuses on using digital copyright using sill images of the host video to protect video from any 
attacks try to tamper on copyright; iris image biometric is used in creating the watermark as shown in the 
figure.  
 
Figure 1.  Scenario architecture of the proposed system   
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Figure 1 shows scenario architecture of the proposed system based on Watermarking over the Cloud. Sender 
transmit embedded watermark video on cloud provider based on random walk generator map. The receiver 
transmits the request for embedded watermark video to the cloud provider.  The cloud provider transmits the 
requested embedded watermark video to the receiver.  Now, a receiver can extract a watermark. The proposed 
system is passed through two phases:  
Phase One:   Generating the biometric watermarking vector and linear congruential generator: 
In this part, watermarked vector-based exactly on iris image which is derived from MMU-Iris-Database [48] 
is explained, passing images of MMU_iris among set of operation like Gaussian_Blur filter, Canny_edge 
detector, and Hough Circle Transform with different Radius to extract the iris. The required owner information 
which is related to the owner (name and iris image) is determined to generate the watermark vector, statistical 
process is needed to achieve randomization assist in finding the factors of random walk generator as a linear 
congruential generator (LCG) for providing random position for watermarking. The following algorithm is 
describing the steps of the proposed watermarking vector and linear congruential generator. Cloud computing 
can be benefited in this concern [49]. 
 
Algorithm 1: Pproposed watermarking vector and random walk generator 
Input:  iris image, owner name and other information(optional) 
Output:  watermarking vector and random walk generator 
Begin 
Step1: encode owner name and other information(optional) like date birth in ASCII Code in one-
dimension vector which is called personal_info. 
Step2: implement Gaussian_Blur filter (7*7) on iris image.  
Step3: implement the Canny_edge detector on the output image of Step2.  
Step4: extract pupil_ region by implementing Hough Circle Transform on output image of Step3 With 
max_Radius=30 as an inner white circle and multiply with input iris image, and then subtract with 255.  
Step5: extract outer_ circle of iris by implementing Hough Circle Transform on output image of Step3 
With max_Radius=60 as an outer white circle and multiply with input iris image, and then subtract with 
255.  
Step6: extract the region of interest (IRIS)  by subtracting between the output image of Step4 and the 
output image of Step5 and store it as a one-dimension vector which is called personal_iris. 
Step7: compute median and mean for personal_iris and store as median_ personal_iris and 
mean_personal_iris. 
Step8: compute median and mean for personal_info  and store as median_ personal_info and 
mean_personal_info of Step1. 
Step9: Implement the following procedure for calculating linear congruential generator:  
xa=int(round(median _personal_info))% width of iris image 
seed_x = int(round(mean _personal_info))% width of iris image 
ya=int(round(median _personal_iris))% height of iris image 
seed_y = int(round(mean _personal_iris))% height of iris image 
res=[] 
for each c in range(length of (personal_info+ personal_iris )): 
        res.append ([seed_x,seed_y]) 
        seed_x = (xa * seed_x + c) % width of iris image 
        seed_y = (ya * seed_y + c) % height of iris image  
Step10: store the output result of Step9 as random walk generator. 
Step11: combine personal_info and personal_iris as watermarking vector 
End 
 
Phase two: embed the watermark 
 After all stages from the previous phase are accomplished, watermarked vector and random walk generator 
(LCG equation) is created to be embedded in video frames that's mean the owner wants to insert copyright 
protection in the video file the steps of this phase is illustrated in Figure 2.  Host position values are located by 
using random walk generator. 
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Figure 2.  Diagram of Embedded the Watermark in Video File  
 
 Random Walk Generator is a mathematical process that describes randomly path that consists of a series of 
random steps on some mathematical area. Thus, to generate arbitrary series of values of locations. Arbitrary 
moves are utilized where these moves are of constant predetermined size. The procedure of randomness 
various according to the walking space. The linear congruential generator utilizing random walk according to 
the following equations as shown in the algorithm (1). 
 
seed_x = (xa * seed_x + c) % width of iris image           ------ (1) 
seed_y = (ya * seed_y + c) % height of iris image           ------ (2) 
 
The parameters (xa and ya) are numbers that are selected so accurately based on mean and median of 
personal_iris, in order to overcome the computational load, one must restrict the range of the multiplier by 
using modular.  
The following algorithm is the main process of the proposed system: 
 
Algorithm 2: Embed Watermark in video 
Input:  video, watermarking vector, and random walk generator vector 
Output:  Embedded video 
Begin 
Step1: convert video to frames. 
Step2: convert watermarking vector in binary format  
Step3:  embed each 64 bit of watermarking vector for each frame in video frames based on located 





Some practical results obtained with our proposed approach, for the testing format, 320x240 images from the 
MMU IRIS dataset as shown in Figure 3 and actual video sequences as shown in Figure 4  have been used. The 
watermark vector is indicated to a binary format as a combination of personal-info and personal iris. 
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Figure 3.  Sample of images from the MMU IRIS dataset 
 
Figure 4.  Sample of standard videos 
Sample of Random Walk Generator is consisting of a series of random positions of pixels as shown in Figure 
5 which is refers to the position of frame in video that will be embedding the watermark vector. 
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Figure 5.  Sample of Random Walk Generator  
Region of Iris that is taken from iris images among set of operation shown in Figure 6, like Gaussian_Blur 
filter, Canny edge detector and Hough Circle Transform with different  Radius (30 ;60). 
 
Figure 6.  Region of segmented iris 
PPSNR and MSSIM between the embedded and extracted copyright are mainly two criteria utilized to assess 
the experimental findings and estimate the performance of the proposed scenario. Table 1 clearly shows that 
the average PSNR of frames for the embedded in 50 frames is around 47.5 dB while the watermark remains 
undetectable. While, Table 2 presents MSSIM values with range (0.83 to 0.99).  
 
Table 1.  PSNR values for test video 







Table 2.  MSSIM values for test video 








The control for the sharing images actually sits not with the cloud computing service, but with the client who 
presents the expanded access. Each client is answerable for ensuring that the point copyrights and copyrights 
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are noticed. Watermark offers a trustworthy approach to the trouble of a user in cloud computing in electronic 
copyrights protection.  This paper proposes a copyright system that uses high-density area of iris images using 
python 3.9 and google cloud firestore, which play an important role in determining copyright protection. 
Special information about the owner and iris images are passed through many operations to create permuted 
and confused watermarks. Within the proposed watermarked, the special information is working as an identity, 
while iris serves as an identification item. The essential contributions of the paper specify a significant novel 
move to the security concerns related to the multi_watermark problem since the special information of the 
owner included the watermark. Using Random Walk Generator, increasing the scrambling positions of pixels 
in the frame. Moreover, the obtained results give the proposed algorithm high performance with robustness in 
watermarking application, and especially the watermark can be difficultly extracted by an enemy. this will 
achieve protection to any video file, the average PSNR of frames for the embedded in 50 frames is around 47.5 
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